HOME WORK FOR X
HINDI
करोनो से बचाव
के लिये
ववज्ञापन, तथा
जितने पाठ
पढ़ाये गये हैं
उनके िेखकों की
िीवनी लिखने
के लिए।

X

ENGLISH
1- Summarize
all the explained
poetry. 2- Learn
and revise
questions and
answers of
explained
lessons. 3Practice letter,
article and story
writing .4Prepare a
project on"
Water
Conservation" in
500 words.

S.ST
1.complete
NCERT questions
in copy of all the
chapters taught till
date. 2.make a
project on
consumer
awareness or
sustainable
development.
include following
points in project
who is a
consumer,
consumer rights,
consumer
protection act and
consumer
awareness.3.
level and locate
the major soil
types in political
map of India label
and locate the
following dams
along with rivers
on political outline
political map of
India Bakhra
Nangal ,Sardar
Sarovar, Hirakud,

MATH
1-Complete all the
chapters which
have been taught
on notebook
2-Do all
worksheets with
examples. 3Solve any 50
sums from any
helping book and
draw graph of
needful and solve
Hots

SCIENCE
BIOLOGY:- (i)
complete the
notes on chapters
taught -Life
processes,Control
and Coordination,
How do
organisms
reproduce. (ii) Do
NCERT exercises
and NCERT
Exemplar (MCQs
& .Very short
answers)of
chapters 6,7 & 8.
and learn them.
Chemistry:Prepare notes
and do NCERT
Exercises of
chapter 1 & 2 and
do worksheets 1
& 2.
Physics:- 1Complete the
Notes of Chapters
taught 1Electricity 2Magnetic effects
of electric
Current. 2-Do all

IT
1.Write about all
8 Parts of
Speech with
examples?
2.Differentiate
between Toggle
Key and Filter
Key?
3.How Data is
Transferred
over the
Internet?
4.What id Blog?
5.What is
Instant
Messaging?
6.What is Online
Transaction?
7.What are
Cookies?
8.Mention some
Internet Security
Tips?

P.EDUCATION
1- prepare
chatpaper
different types of
sports
personalities.2regular practice
warm up, areobic
exercise and
Asana. 3- learn
posture

MUSIC
to desh bhakti
song V Sargam
national song
DAV anthem
Hindi prayer
English prayer
bhajan ka
practice karna hai

ART
1. Draw a
Landscape
and colour
with water
colour?
2.
Draw a book
, pen and
glass on the
table?
3.
make a
birthday card
and
decorate it
with colours?

